
KAKUMA FM 99.9 MHZ AND DADAAB FM 106.7 MHZ

Voice of America’s new solar-powered FM radio stations provide news, education, and entertain-

ment to refugee and host communities in remote Kenya. Since their inauguration on International 

Migrants Day 2020, strong local signals have made it easier to connect refugees with their home 

countries, the rest of Kenya, the United States, and the world.

“It is critical to equip refugees and other forcibly displaced persons with the information they need 

to better cope with the world around them,” said Acting VOA Director Yolanda López. “For some 

time, VOA has been the only international broadcaster with a presence in Dadaab and Kakuma. 

The reliable news and information that we provide there is an important asset to both refugees 

and the host community.”

Voice of America first explored humanitarian energy 

needs in these camps in 2018 with the television special  

“EmPOWERing Refugees: Access to Energy.” The program  

was hosted by a former refugee and provided Kakuma 

residents with the opportunity to question local leaders.  

These new transmitters mark VOA’s long-term and  

sustainable return to this important audience. With the 

future of these camps uncertain, reliable information is 

needed more than ever. VOA broadcasts in the English, 

Somali, and Swahili languages serve this need.

Solar-powered radio transmitters  
for Dadaab and Kakuma
News and educational broadcasts, powered by clean energy.
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Audience member of “EmPOWERing Refugees:  
Access to Energy” at Kakuma in 2018. (VOA)

Kakuma refugee camp and radio transmitting equipment (VOA)
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For additional information, please contact Gary Butterworth at gbutter@voanews.com
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VOA’s Refugee Programming mission is to improve information flows to and from some of the 

world’s most information- starved people: the 80 million individuals experiencing displacement.

VOA REFUGEE PROGRAMMING

REACHING DISPLACED COMMUNITIES 

VOA develops innovative techniques 

and partnerships to reach under-

served audiences.

TELLING REFUGEE AND HOST  

COMMUNITY STORIES 

All 47 of VOA’s language teams are 

impacted by forced migration in  

some way, yet nuanced coverage of 

its complex dynamics is often in short 

supply in their local media markets.

TARGET AREA 

Displaced communities worldwide.

Rohingya refugees in the Kutupalong camp in Bangladesh. (VOA)

Still from “VOA Unpacked: Life as a Refugee” (VOA)
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